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Ward Edwards’ contributions to behavioral decision theory and decision analysis are remembered, as are his contributions to the Decision Analysis Society of INFORMS and this journal. The lead article of the issue, by Gregory, Fischhoff, and McDaniels, notes that applications of decision analysis to public-process decision making would benefit from improved linages between psychological and analytical approaches. Other contributions include Bayesian models for combining expert opinions, an empirical study of risk taking in sequential decision making, and applications to environmental management and the sport of curling.
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Our previous editorials have typically focused on the articles in the current issue. However, we wish to take this opportunity to note the passing of a champion of the field of decision analysis. Ward Edwards died on February 1, 2005, after a long struggle with Parkinson’s disease.

Our feeling of loss is both personal and professional. Ward’s contributions to decision analysis and to related fields were both unique and wide-ranging, and he personally shaped the way that many of us think about critical issues in our field. He published the seminal paper that brought decision making and decision theory to the attention of psychologists (Edwards 1954), leading directly to the creation of behavioral decision theory (Edwards 1961). Collaborating with Lindman and Savage, he introduced Bayesian principles to researchers in psychology before many other fields had recognized their value (Edwards et al. 1963). Ward embraced the then-emerging field of Bayesian statistics, which he continued to proselytize throughout his career.

One of the key insights that came from Edwards et al. (1963) was an understanding that Bayes’ theorem is an appropriate normative rule for revising opinions in light of new evidence, a fundamental cognitive task. However, in examining how humans actually revised opinions, Ward and colleagues discovered systematic deviations from the normative rule; revisions were often more conservative than the calculations from Bayes’ theorem (Edwards 1968). Through this work, Ward defined a basic paradigm for studying the psychology of judgment and decision making: Use normative decision theory to define rational behavior, compare actual behavior to the norms, and then infer causes for deviations. This approach was adopted by Kahneman and Tversky and ultimately many others, leading to a veritable explosion of work in psychology and related fields.

Ward influenced behavioral decision theory in many ways, and his contributions did not stop there. Ward saw that systematic shortcomings in human inference and choice implied a vital need for tools and technologies to augment human capabilities. He was a pioneer in the early development of what we would now call decision support systems for probabilistic inference, doing both basic development work and applied demonstrations of information technology to improve inferential judgment (Edwards 1962). This work was the precursor of modern systems for hierarchical Bayesian inference.

Ward was also an outspoken opponent of the view that cognitive errors were inevitable and irremediable. His position, aptly stated in his book with Detlof von Winterfeldt (von Winterfeldt and Edwards 1986), went beyond the notion that decision makers need
to be aware of potential cognitive decision traps. His emphasis on tools and technologies explains Ward’s lasting dedication to decision analysis. He always pushed his colleagues to think about how decisions could be improved, and throughout his career he worked toward the development of computer-based decision aids (e.g., Edwards and Fasolo 2001). The Internet in particular offers numerous opportunities, and Ward remained hopeful that someday it would be possible for an individual to routinely download and use decision-aiding software tailor-made for particular kinds of decisions.

While it is hard to sum up five decades of contributions in a few words, Ward was relentlessly effective at delivering some fundamental messages: First, that decision making is a topic inherently worthy of scientific inquiry. Second, that decision making is so broad a topic that it requires inquiry from an equally broad range of scientific disciplines. Third, that decision making about important problems can be improved by application of the principles of rationality, and that this is an attainable goal in the real world. Finally, that attaining this goal requires both appropriate technologies and an understanding of how people think about these problems.

Ward received many honors and professional recognitions, including the Decision Analysis Society’s Frank P. Ramsey award in 1988. The award recognizes distinguished contributions to the field of decision analysis. While we have touched on a few of Ward’s specific contributions, they are far too numerous to list here (but see Shanteau et al. 1999). His leadership took many forms. His annual Bayesian conference, originally at the University of Michigan but later at the University of Southern California, gave many scholars, young and old, the opportunity to present their work and learn from others in a supportive and stimulating interdisciplinary setting. He served as president of the Decision Analysis Society from 1994–1996, at a point late enough in his career that many others would not have differed. During his term, he worked hard to help the society grow and prosper.

Closer to home, Ward was a genuine advocate for this journal, supporting our endeavors as editors (and also telling us when he thought we could do better!). We are delighted that Ward was able to witness the publication of the first year of *Decision Analysis*, and we believe that he would have been pleased with our continuing efforts to publish the best research and applications in decision analysis.

Turning to the issue contents of this journal, we begin with an article by Gregory, Fischhoff, and McDaniels that Ward would have appreciated. Even though decision analysis is based on a theoretical framework that assumes a single individual decision maker, decision analysis tools and processes are often used in settings involving multiple stakeholder groups. In “Acceptable Input: Using Decision Analysis to Guide Public Policy Deliberations,” Gregory and colleagues argue that the divergence between behavioral decision theory and decision analysis has negatively impacted approaches for improving public-process decision making. In a broad-ranging statement, the authors’ assert:

Realizing decision analysis’s potential for designing and evaluating deliberative processes requires strengthening the link between decision analysis and behavioral decision research. In the early years of both fields, understanding cognitive and psychological processes was seen as essential to designing procedures that exploit their strengths, circumvent their weaknesses, and assess the adequacy of the result. Conversely, serving those ends set the agenda for behavioral research (Edwards 1954; Slovic et al. 1977). Over time, though, analytical procedures have lost some of their cognitive connection, while behavioral research has lost much of its prescriptive element. One result is that the descriptive findings of behavioral decision research have been invoked to support sweeping claims about limits to the public’s decision-making competence (Breyer 1993, Sunstein 2002). Even when the research is cited accurately, these commentators take the public as it is, not as it might be after exposure to decision-aiding techniques and with properly designed participatory processes.

We heartily endorse the view that the links between decision analysis and behavioral decision theory should be renewed and strengthened. And while we agree with Gregory and colleagues that decision analysis tools and procedures have the potential to ameliorate psychological effects, we hasten to add that careful research is needed to verify many of these claims and test their generality. This journal is keenly
interested in publishing high-quality research that bridges behavioral decision theory and decision analysis; we have recently issued a call for papers for a special issue on just this topic.

The remaining articles in this issue represent a wide variety of decision analysis research and application. Merrick, van Dorp, and Singh develop a Bayesian statistical model for combining expert judgments in a risk-analysis context. Weber and Zuchel’s empirical paper seeks to explain and unify seemingly conflicting experimental results on risk taking in sequential decision making. Merrick, Parnell, Barnett, and Garcia present an application of multiattribute methods for assessing and managing the environmental quality of a watershed. Finally, Willoughby and Kostuk use a decision analysis framework to study a strategic decision in the sport of curling.

We hope that you find all of the articles in this issue interesting and thought-provoking. We believe that Ward would have.
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